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What grade would you give the answer below:

Both stories are about some old people and them growing 
plants in their gardens. They cover the same basic 
information. Both texts have headlines and both have pictures 
to make the reader interested in the story.
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Some information but very general

True, but this was given in the 
questionA general comment

Very general comparison
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What grade would you give the answer below:

Both stories have puns in their headlines ("Dopes!" and 
"plant")
and both have pictures, comparing cannabis with Moss Phlox, 
but the Daily Mirror's is bigger and and clearer. 
The ages of all four people are given in the Daily Mirror but 
only of two men in the Sun. 
What the gang said is lightly different - "Give us the weed" in 
the Daily Mirror and "Give us the weed, man" in the Sun.  
There is a lot more information in the Daily Mirror (details of 
being a grandfather and his lacking a sense of smell). 
The presentation is similar because both stories have large 
headlines and coloured pictures, but Ivor has put his coat 
over the same jumper in the Daily Mirror's pictures.
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What grade would to give the answer below:

Both stories have puns in their headlines ("Dopes!" and "plant")
and both have pictures, comparing cannabis with Moss Phlox, 
but the Daily Mirror's is bigger and and clearer. 

The ages of all four people are given in the Daily Mirror but only 
of two men in the Sun. 

What the gang said is lightly different - "Give us the weed" in the 
Daily Mirror and "Give us the weed, man" in the Sun.  There is a 
lot more information in the Daily Mirror (details of being a 
grandfather and his lacking a sense of smell). 

The presentation is similar because both stories have large 
headlines and coloured pictures, but Ivor has put his coat over 
the same jumper in the Daily Mirror's pictures.

Presentation comparison, supported Language comparison, supported 

Comparison of 
info supported 

Information comparison, supported

Information comparison, supported

Presentation 
comparison, 
supported by close 
observation of detail
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When comparing texts:

· If choosing the texts to compare, make sure you read them all first 
to select the best ones for the question

· Read the question first, then read the texts to identify specific 
features. Write them down and underline on the text as you go.

· Make direct comparisons, highlighting similarities and differences


